
 
 

 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE :::::: BILASIPARA 

Present:-    Shri J. Borah, AJS 

Additional Sessions Judge,  

Bilasipara 

 

Session Case No- 204 of 2015 

u/s 341/323/326/302/34 Indian Penal Code 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

Organg Narzary 

   ……. accused person 

Date of framing charge :-  16-09-2015 

Date of recording evidence :-  04-12-2015 

      16-02-2016 

     06-12-2016 

     11-07-2017 

     07-12-2017 

     28-02-2018 

     31-07-2018 

     05-09-2018 

     14-06-2019    

  

Date of Argument  :- 03-07-2019 

Date of Judgment  :- 03-07-2019 

Advocates Appeared:  

For the State of Assam :-   Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Ld. Addl. P.P 

         for the State of Assam 
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For the defence  :-  Mr. A.M Sarkar  & 

         Smti. Reetupurna Chakrabarty   

          Ld. Advocate for the accused.  

J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that Rahim Uddin, the informant 

lodged and ejahar with the Bilasipara police station on 17-10-2006 informing 

that on 16-10-06, Abdus Sattar Miah, Alem Ali and one other were returning 

from the Rainadabri market towards their own house. When they reached 

Ujanpara, in front of the house of Dwijen Narzary, the accused Raja Narzary, 

Organg Narzary and Montola Basumatary wrongfully restrained them. The 

said accused persons hacked Abdus Sattar Miah with sharp weapon, caused 

several injuries on his body. Abdus Sattar Miah died on the spot. The other 

persons namely Alem Ali and others somehow escaped from the clutch of 

the accused persons. The said accused persons also assaulted Sabur Ali, 

Ajijur Hoque and Rupchand Ali and caused injuries to them.  

  So, the informant prayed for taking necessary action against the 

accused persons.  

2. The Bilasipara police station received the ejahar and registered as 

Bilasipara police station case no. 283/06 u/s 341/325/326/302/34 Indian 

Penal Code, I.P.C in short. The case was investigated and having found 

prima facie u/s 341/323/302/34 I.P.C against the accused Raja Narzary, 

Organg Narzary and Montola Basumatary, prepared the charge sheet and 

laid the same before the court for trial. 

3. The accused Organg Narzary appeared in the court of Sub-Divisional 

Judicial Magistrate (M), Bilasipara and he was furnished copy. Learned Sub-

Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M), Bilasipara having found the case u/s 

341/323/302/34 I.P.C against the accused  which is triable exclusively by the 

court of Sessions, committed to the court of Sessions Judge, Dhubri. 

  Noteworthy that case against the accused Raja Narzary and Montola 

Basumatary was filed. 

4. The Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Dhubri received the case and 

transferred to this court for trial.  

5. The accused Organg Narzary, hereinafter called the accused, 

appeared in this case. Charge was framed u/s 341/323/326/302/34 I.P.C 
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against the accused. The charge was read over and explained to the accused 

to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

6. The prosecution, in order to bring home the charge against the 

accused, examined 15 ( fifteen) witnesses, namely- 

1. Rahimuddin    PW-1 

2. Bhim Ch. Basumatary  PW-2 

3. Swadip Narzary    PW-3 

4. Salimuddin Miya   PW-4 

5. Hafizuddin Mia   PW-5 

6. Md. Jafar Ali   PW-6 

7. Majen Basumatary   PW-7 

8. Dr. Taufizur Rahman  PW-8 

9. Aminul Hoque @ Aminul Islam PW-9 

10. Rafiqul Islam   PW-10 

11. Azizul Hoque   PW-11 

12. Sobur Khan    PW-12 

13. Dr. Mostofa Anisur Rahman PW-13 

14. Md. Rupchand Ali   PW-14 

15. Nripendra Sarma   P.W-15 

7. The accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and his statement was 

recorded where he denied all allegations leveled against him in the evidence 

adduced by the prosecution witnesses and also declined to adduce evidence 

in defence.  

8. Heard argument for both sides. 

9.           POINTS FOR DETERMINATION   

i. Whether accused along with other absconder accused persons on 

16-10-06 at about 05.30 P.M in front of the house of one Dwijen 

Narzary at village New Beltoli under Bilasipara PS, in furtherance 

of common intention wrongfully restrained Abdus Sattar Miah, 

Alem Ali, Sabur Ali, Azizul Hoque and Rupchand Ali? 

ii. Whether accused along with other absconder accused persons on 

16-10-06 at about 05.30 P.M in front of the house of one Dwijen 

Narzary at village New Beltoli under Bilasipara PS, in furtherance 

of common intention committed murder intentionally causing the 

death of Abdus Sattar Miah?    
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iii.  Whether accused along with other absconder accused persons on 

16-10-06 at about 05.30 P.M in front of the house of one Dwijen 

Narzary at village New Beltoli under Bilasipara PS, in furtherance 

of common intention voluntarily caused hurt to Rup Chand Ali? 

iv.  Whether accused along with other absconder accused persons on 

16-10-06 at about 05.30 P.M in front of the house of one Dwijen 

Narzary at village New Beltoli under Bilasipara PS, in furtherance 

of common intention voluntarily caused grievous hurt to Sabur Ali 

& Azizul Hoque by means of sharp weapons? 

 

DECISION AND REASONS THERE OF 

10. Let us now go through the evidence available on record. 

  P.W-1 Rahimuddin has stated in his evidence that he is the informant 

in this case. On the day of occurrence, his uncle Abdus Sattar was returning 

from Ghoramara daily market. It was evening. The accused persons 

wrongfully restrained him and assaulted him with sharp weapon. Abdus 

Sattar died on the spot. He got the information about the occurrence   in the 

next morning and he lodged the ejahar. There were several cut injuries on 

the body of Abdus Sattar. One Sabur Ali told him that the accused persons 

caused death to Abdus Sattar. Ext-1 is the ejahar and Ext-1(1) is his 

signature.  

  In his cross P.W-1 has stated that he did not see the occurrence. His 

house is 8 K.M away from the place of occurrence. He did not know who 

were involved with the occurrence.      

11.  P.W-2 Bhim Ch. Basumatary has stated in his evidence that he 

knows both the informant and the accused but he knows nothing about the 

occurrence. 

  Cross examination of P.W-2 was declined by the defence.    

12. P.W-3 Swadip Narzary has stated in his evidence that he knows both 

the informant and the accused person. But he knows nothing about the 

occurrence. 

  Cross examination of P.W-3 was declined by the defence.  

13. P.W-4 Salimuddin Miya has stated in his evidence that he knows both 

the informant and the accused. The deceased Abdus Sattar is his brother. He 

got to know that some miscreants belong to ‘Bodo’ community caused 
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physical assault to his brother Abdus Sattar. The occurrence took place in 

front of the house of Mangla Mahajan. He rushed to the place of occurrence. 

He found none there. He went to the Bilasipara police station and found the 

dead body of Abdus Sattar. 

  In his cross P.W-4 has stated that he did not see the occurrence.   

14. P.W-5 Hafizuddin Mia has stated in his evidence that the occurrence 

took place in the year 2007. On the day of occurrence, his father Abdus 

Sattar was returning his home from Ghoramara. On his way when his father 

reached Ujanpara at about 06.30 P.M, some miscreants attacked his father 

Abdus Sattar. At that moment Sobur Ali and two others were with Abdus 

Sattar. Sobur informed him about the occurrence. He rushed to the place of 

occurrence and found Montola Basumatary, but he could say nothing. 

Thereafter, he went to the Bilasipara police station. He saw the dead body of 

his father Abdus Sattar.  

  In his cross P.W-5 has stated that at the time of occurrence he was 

at his house. Sobur did not tell the name of the miscreants.    

15. P.W-6 Md. Jafar Ali has stated in his evidence that the occurrence 

took place 10 (ten) years ago (from the date of adducing his evidence on 

11-07-2017). One Nurjamal informed him that some ‘Bodo’ miscreants took 

away Abdus Sattar. He along with other went to Ujanpara market, but they 

found nothing. Next morning he saw the dead body of Abdus Sattar at the 

Bilasipara police station.  

  In his cross P.W-6 has stated that he knows nothing how the 

occurrence took place.    

16. P.W-7 Majen Basumatary has stated in his evidence that he knows 

nothing about the occurrence.     

17. P.W-9 Aminul Hoque @ Aminul Islam has stated in his evidence that 

he does not know Rahim Uddin, Abdus Sattar Miah and Sobur Ali. He did not 

hear anything from Rupchand. 

  Cross examination was declined by the defence.   

18. P.W-10 Rafiqul Islam has stated in his evidence that he does not 

know anything about the occurrence. 

  Cross examination of P.W-10 was declined by the defence.   

19. P.W-11 Azizul Hoque has stated in his evidence that he has no 

knowledge how Abdus Sattar Miah died. 10/12 years ago (from the date of  
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adducing his evidence on 31-07-2018) when he was returning to his house 

from the Mangla Bazar, some miscreants attacked him and assaulted. But he 

could not identify the miscreants. 

  In his cross P.W-11 has stated that he failed to identify the accused.    

20. P.W-12 Sobur Khan has stated in his evidence that the occurrence 

took place 10/12 years ago (from the date of adducing his evidence on 31-

07-2018). On the day of occurrence towards evening, he with two other 

boys were returning from Kokrajhar. When they reached at Ujanpara, a 

group of youths attacked them. One miscreant kicked his bicycle and he fell 

down. When he ran away, one knife was thrown at him. The knife struck his 

leg. Next day, he got to know that Abdus Sattar was killed.  

  In his cross P.W-12 has stated that it was dark at the time of 

occurrence and he could not identify the miscreants.     

21. P.W-14 Md. Rupchand Ali has stated in his evidence that the 

occurrence took place 10/11 years ago (from the date of adducing his 

evidence on 05-09-2018). On the day of occurrence he along with Sobur 

Khan were returning to their house from Kokrajhar. When they cross the 

Mangla Bazar some person attacked them with a wooden piece. He left the 

bicycle and ran away. He got to know on the next day that Abdus Sattar was 

killed.   

  In his cross P.W-14 has stated that he did not know who caused 

death to Abdus Sattar.      

22. Thus, meticulous scrutiny of evidence of prosecution witnesses 

namely P.W-1 to P.W-7 and P.W-9 to P.W-12 and P.W-14 it appears that 

P.W-1 Rahimuddin is the informant. According to P.W-1 he was at his own 

house and he got to know from Badsha and Sayed Ali that the accused 

caused death to Abdus Sattar. But Badsha and Sayed Ali were not examined 

by the prosecution to authenticate the evidence of P.W-1. So, the evidence 

of P.W-1 has no effective value. P.W-2 Bhim Ch. Basumatary, P.W-3 Swadip 

Narzary, P.W-7 Majen Basumatary, P.W-9 Aminul Hoque, P.W-10 Rafiqul 

Islam have stated in their respective evidence that they are not aware of the 

occurrence. So, the evidences of the said witnesses have little value. 

  P.W-5 Hafizuddin Mia is the son of the accused Abdus Sattar. P.W-5 

got to know about the occurrence from Sobur Khan.  This Sobur Khan was 

examined by the prosecution as P.W-12. P.W-12 himself has stated in his 
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evidence that he could not identify the miscreants who attacked them. The 

evidence of P.W-12 shows that he was present at the place of occurrence. 

The miscreants also attacked him. But he failed to identify them. In such a 

situation, the evidence of P.W-5 cannot be taken into confidence that the 

accused was involved with the occurrence. 

  P.W-5 Hafizuddin Mia only saw the deceased at Bilasipara hospital. 

He knows nothing more. 

  P.W-11 Azizul Hoque was present at the place of occurrence and he 

himself was injured. But P.W-11 has made it clear in his evidence that he 

failed to identify the miscreants who assaulted him. 

  P.W-14 Rupchand Ali was present at the place of occurrence.  He 

himself was injured by the miscreants. But he too failed to identify the 

miscreants.  

  Thus, the evidences of the aforesaid witnesses have brought no 

incriminating evidence against the accused. All the witnesses have 

categorically stated in their respective evidence that they did not know who 

caused death to Abdus Sattar.      

23. Now, let us see the evidence of P.W-15 Nripendra Sarma, the 

investigating officer. 

  The evidence of P.W-15 Nripendra Sarma is found mere official. 

According to him he went to the place of occurrence, drew a sketch map 

Ext-5, seized the articles such as ‘lungi’, one plastic bag and a bicycle vide 

Ext-6, examined witnesses and prepared charge sheet Ext-4. The evidence 

of P.W-15 does not meliorate the prosecution case.   

24. Now, let’s see the evidence of P.W-8 Dr. Taufizur Rahman, the 

Medical & Health Officer who had conducted the post mortem of Abdus 

Sattar.   

  According to P.W-8 Dr. Taufizur Rahman, he had conducted post 

mortem on the dead body of Abdus Sattar on 17-10-2006 and found as 

follows- 

  An average built male dead body; rigor mortis present; pale in 

appearance; injuries found- i. two cut injury over left wrist joint (all bones 

are cut and adheare with the skin of injury with blood clot present); ii. cut  
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injury lower part of left forearm ( 2 inch X 1 ½ inch); iii. Cut injury angle of 

mouth to angle of mandible left side; iv. cut injury on nose ( two number 

lateral to midline); v. cut injury on forehead left side with cutting frontal 

bone ( 2 inch X 1 inch); vi. cut injury over the neck right side (1 ½ inch X ½ 

inch). All the injuries are anti-mortem in nature.  Cause of death is due to 

shock and hemorrhage as a result of injuries sustained by the deceased. Ext-

2 is post mortem report.    

  The evidence of P.W-8 shows that Abdus Sattar sustained injuries 

and the injuries are anti-mortem in nature. The death of Abdus Sattar was 

caused due to shock and hemorrhage as a result of injuries sustained by the 

deceased. 

  But thing is that the prosecution evidence is not sufficient to prove 

who caused the said injuries to Abdus Sattar.   

25. P.W-13 Dr. Mostofa Anisur Rahman, the Medical & Health Officer who 

had medically examined Azizul Hoque.  According to P.W-13, on 06-12-2006 

he had medically examined Azizul Hoque and  found the followings- 

  Injuries- i. cut injury chest ( right side) ( ½ inches long X 2 mm in 

depth); ii. scratch mark on the right flank; iii. Abrasion on the left neck and 

left toe. Injuries are caused by blunt trauma (by applying blunt force) and 

simple in nature. Ext-3 is Medical Examination report.   

  Though Azizul Hoque sustained injuries, but he cannot say who 

inflicted such injuries to him.   

26. Considering above all aspects, it leads to conclusion that the 

prosecution evidence is not sufficient and convincing to prove that the 

accused caused death to Abdus Sattar. The prosecution evidence is found 

dearth of merit.  

27. The prosecution, thereby, has failed to prove it’s case u/s 

341/323/326/302/34 I.P.C against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt. 

28. Held, the accused is not guilty u/s 341/323/326/302/34 I.P.C.   

29. Accordingly, the accused is acquitted and set at liberty. 

The bail bonds of accused stands cancelled and bailor is discharged 

from liabilities.  
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The case is disposed of. 

  Given under my hand and seal by this court on this 03rd day of July, 

2019 at Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri.    

 

 

 

       (Shri J. Borah) 

                       Addl. Sessions Judge, Bilasipara 

Transcribed & typed by, 

S. Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 

 

APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:- 

PW-1 Rahimuddin     

PW-2 Bhim Ch. Basumatary   

PW-3 Swadip Narzary     

PW-4 Salimuddin Miya    

PW-5 Hafizuddin Mia    

PW-6 Md. Jafar Ali    

PW-7 Majen Basumatary    

PW-8 Dr. Taufizur Rahman   

PW-9 Aminul Hoque @ Aminul Islam  

PW-10 Rafiqul Islam    

PW-11 Azizul Hoque    

PW-12 Sobur Khan     

PW-13 Dr. Mostofa Anisur Rahman  

PW-14 Md. Rupchand Ali    

P.W-15 Nripendra Sarma     

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:- 

 Ext-1 Ejahar,  

 Ext-2 Post mortem report, 

 Ext-3 Medical Examination report, 
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 Ext-4 Charge sheet, 

 Ext-5 Sketch Map. 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

 

 

 (Shri J. Borah) 

Addl. Sessions Judge, Bilasipara 


